Joint NMED / KAFB Public Meeting Evaluation

Please take a few minutes to complete the following questions. These questions will help us improve how we structure future discussion sessions to better share project information with meeting attendees. Please return this form as indicated.
Thank you for your feedback!

________________________________________________________

Were your questions answered? Yes ___ No ___
If no, please explain:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Was the information provided in easy to understand language?
Yes ___ No ___

Other comments or suggestions:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

(Handwritten notes:
Thay people who speak... Are those engineers trying to show off what they know?
I do not like anyone saying, "We." It does not give these people the right to speak for everyone.

________________________________________________________________
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(to much presentation yet no public comments earlier)

Please send comments & responses to...
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Please take a few minutes to complete the following questions. These questions will help us improve how we structure future discussion sessions to better share project information with meeting attendees. Please return this form as indicated. Thank you for your feedback!

Were your questions answered? Yes ☑ No____

If no, please explain:
Professional explanations

Was the information provided in easy to understand language?
Yes ☑ No____

Other comments or suggestions:
Thank you all for your hard work and dedication on this difficult project. Please keep up the good work!

---
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Please take a few minutes to complete the following questions. These questions will help us improve how we structure future discussion sessions to better share project information with meeting attendees. Please return this form as indicated. Thank you for your feedback!

Were your questions answered? Yes ☑ No____

If no, please explain:

Was the information provided in easy to understand language?
Yes ☑ No____ But I've been attending for 15+ yrs.

Other comments or suggestions:
Seems its time to change up some things — includes the 2018 Strategic Plan. Can't wait for another field trip & deep dive technical lay group!